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Brick surface 120mm Steel truss

Concrete Base 100mm

South facade hierarchical massing that responds the factory volumn behind it on the northwest.

Section  1:40 Plan  1:140

Truss as a key industrial component is born for pre-
fabrication and quick installating.

Brick as an urban element extracted from the industrial 
context. There is huge potential to play with this kind 
of tectonic on the facade to strengthen connection and 
interaction between builder and building.

Axo diagram showing the space distribution, program scenario, construction method and materiality.

Empty space inside art gallery is free for exhibition, event, 
talk, etc. The space is designed as an art gallery in terms of 
typology.

Street scrawl art is also an important element of the 
neighbourhood. It is joyful and flexible to create on top of 
brick facade.

Transparency created by the apertures on the brick wall. Each hole presents different scenarios. The facade performs as a 
multiple stage.

Both the column and materiality of the pavilion responds to the massive red brick facade building opposite the main street on 
the south.

The pavilion can be seperated into two enclosed halls, one open inner courtyard and several plazas around it for various events 
including talk, show, exhibition, workshop, etc. even at the same time.

Transparency created by the apertures on the brick wall. Communication and interaction turn to be convinient, flexible and 
joyful through the wall that actually can be seen as a painting frame.

The big enclosed hall on the north side can be used for all private events for relatively bigger group.

Steel cable Steel drainage 5mm

Steel lintel 30mm
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Enclosure space Storage space Covered space Gray space Open space

Steel frame 50mmSteel cover 5mm

ENVELOPE OF 
CRAFTSMAN


